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BIOGRAPHY

James joined BCLP as a trainee in 2012 and qualified into the Insurance and Reinsurance team in

2014. Acting primarily for insurers and reinsurers, James has been exposed to a broad range of

issues and disputes, including:

Coverage:

▪ Reinsurance claims arising from major losses such as COVID-19, 9/11, volcanic eruption, and

other catastrophes.

▪ Construction/property claims including from fire, water damage, and cladding/Grenfell-related

issues.

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/london.html
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▪ Financial lines claims relating to coverage available under professional liability, W&I and D&O

covers.

Defence:

▪ W&I claims arising, typically, from alleged tax indemnity and/or accounting warranty breaches.

▪ Professionals, including solicitors and barristers facing negligence or conduct allegations.

▪ Insurance market, including alleged breaches of coverholder or binding authority agreements,

and broker follow-on claims.

Advisory:

▪ To pension trustees and annuity providers on de-risking transactions structured using

insurance and reinsurance policies.

▪ Policy wording advice, including redrafting products to ensure they were Insurance Act 2015

compliant.

▪ Due diligence on insurance and reinsurance programs, including trade credit and credit default

products.
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

Jan 19, 2023

Russia/Ukraine – what will be the impact of sanctions on (Re)Insurers?

Blog Post

Nov 10, 2022

Banking Bites – November 10 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging some key developments in your sector that we

hope will inform your activities in your market. This edition covers: Future regulatory framework for cryptoasset

activities NY DFS Fines Bank for third party loan pricing discretion, disparate impact New UK rules proposed to

tackle greenwashing Regulator scrutinises the competition impacts of Big Tech in retail financial services sectors 

Revised Wolfsberg Financial Crime Principles for correspondent banking UK Parliamentary Committee calls for

new failure to prevent fraud offence Further changes to sanctions landscape UK’s Commercial Court hands down

judgments in COVID-19 business interruption cases

Insights

Oct 19, 2022

Reinsurance: aggregation of COVID losses post-Stonegate

Blog Post

Aug 02, 2022

Banking Bites – August 2 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging key developments in the UK that we hope will

inform your activities in your market. This edition covers: FCA publishes guidance on regulated firms offering

compromises and tells banks to improve treatment of small to medium sized enterprises FSB issues statement on

cryptoasset supervision and regulation FCA provides update on ESG strategy Government announces intended

implementation date of Overseas Entity register Government introduces amendments to money laundering

legislation including implementing the ‘travel rule’ Government provides responses to the independent review into

SFO failings Successive amendments to UK sanctions regimes in a short space of time

Blog Post

Jul 13, 2022

Banking Bites - July 13 2022

Welcome to Banking Bites! This is our short summary flagging key developments in the UK that we hope will

inform your activities in your market.  This edition covers: Banks continue to crack down on use of non-firm

approved messaging platforms for business communications New FCA sanctions screening tool and updated

approach to online fraud Importance of being aware of applicable regulatory guidance on financial crime risk

RESOURCES

PUBLICATIONS

Fast track arbitration for insurance disputes: ARIAS rules under the spotlight

http://arbitrationblog.practicallaw.com/fast-track-arbitration-for-insurance-disputes-arias-rules-under-the-spotlight/
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House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee and Treasury Committee work on the UK Government’s Russia

Sanctions regime FCA Feedback Statement on ESG integration in UK capital markets: Feedback to CP21/18 Time

to put the H in ESG – ESHG? FCA publishes guidance on the scope and application of the business interruption

insurance test case

Insights

Mar 02, 2022

Corbin & King: Denial of Access clause and Composite policy cover for COVID-19

The Commercial Court has found in Corbin & King Ltd v Axa Insurance UK Plc that a Non-Damage Denial of

Access (“NDDA”) clause responds to COVID-19 business interruption losses.  Further, that where the policy

provides cover by reference to the Insureds’ “business” where access to its “premises” was restricted, that the

insured would be entitled to claim the sub-limit of cover in respect of each premises, for each lockdown or

restriction.  This decision, if upheld by appellate courts, could materially increase some insurers’ exposure to

COVID-19 business interruption losses if they have underwritten comparable NDDA covers.

Insights

Feb 25, 2022

Is COVID-19 a Catastrophe?

Insights

Jun 02, 2021

When can Insurers avoid for non-disclosure?

Since the Insurance Act 2015 (the “IA 2015”) came into force on 12 August 2016, the Courts have not been called

upon yet to interpret its provisions. Jones v Zurich Insurance Plc handed down on 18 May 2021, considers the

interpretation and application of certain provisions of the Consumer Insurance (Disclosure and Representations)

Act 2012 (the “CIA 2012”), some of which are materially the same as comparable provisions in the IA 2015.  Jones

also gives insight as to the nature and extent of evidence that would be required for an insurer to be entitled to

avoid a policy for breach of the IA 2015 duty of fair presentation.

Insights

Jul 13, 2017

Fast track arbitration for insurance disputes: ARIAS rules under the spotlight

This blog focuses on the ARIAS Fast Track Arbitration Rules (AFTAR) and how they can be used to improve

efficiency when arbitrating insurance and reinsurance disputes.


